
FEATURES
The natural, sustainable bamboo fabric ensures flexibility, whilst helping to 

absorb twice it’s own weight in liquid, reducing a build up in bacteria.

This mask is designed to be resuable and has latex free ear loops. This social 

distancing mask is made from a 3 layer bamboo and polypropylene mix, with 

an ergonomic design to maximise comfort and provide an optimal fit.

SPECIFICATIONS
CODE: SDM2

COLOUR: Dark Grey

SIZE OPTIONS: One Size

FABRIC: Double layer 220gsm knitted interlock, inside and outside

               40gsm non-woven polypropylene spun bond middle layer

              Latex-free elastic free ear loops

MATERIAL: 99% Bamboo 

                  <1% Polypropylene

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Machine wash up to 60 times at 60°

Do not tumble dry, do not iron, do not use bleach and do not dry clean

Line or hang dry only

Check mask regularly and replace if damaged

Always follow social distancing and hygiene guidelines as established by the 

Health Authorities

PACKING INFORMATION
Individually packed in polybags

Qty per box - 200 

Qty per pallet - 10,800

Box dimensions -28cm x 28cm x 46cm

Box weight - 5kg

BARCODE NUMBER: 034626050465

PACKAGING ARTWORK
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The natural, sustainable bamboo fabric

ensures flexibility, whilst helping to absorb

twice it’s own weight in liquid, reducing 

a build up in bacteria. 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Check mask regularly and replace if damaged

This mask is designed to be reusable and

has latex free ear loops.

This social distancing mask is made from

a 3 layer bamboo and polypropylene mix,

with an ergonomic design to maximise 

comfort and provide an optimal fit.

USE INSTRUCTIONS

BAMBOO SOCIAL
DISTANCING MASK
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BREATHABLE

REUSABLE

NATURAL BAMBOOMACHINE WASHABLE

SUSTAINABLE FABRIC TRIPLE LAYER

*THIS PRODUCT IS NOT DESIGNED TO REPLACE EXISTING PPE 
AND SHOULD ONLY BE USED FOR SOCIAL DISTANCING PURPOSES*
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